Cameras
A Complete, User-Friendly Video Platform
Intuitive and easy to use, Alula video brings security to a new level of convenience and awareness.
Upgrade your offering with the peace of mind high-definition video brings to your customers’ lives.
Powered by the Alula ecosystem, video, security and automation is streamlined to a single interface.
Alula video delivers event-based visual alerts stored in the cloud, giving your customers immediate
access to view, manage and retrieve clips on their smart phones.

A Natural User Experience:

Video services engineered for the future!

Intuitive app navigation that includes control
of security sensors, automation and video
devices that work together on a single screen
in a single app.

yy Hybrid Storage: Instant video clip recall
from the Alula cloud with on-board backup.

Easy Enrollment:
Industry leading enrollment speed will have
your customers cameras up and running in
seconds. Provisioning at the pace of the future.

Drive RMR with One Solution:
Video, Automation and Security all in one. Offer a
video solution the beats the competition by offering a single experience that makes sense. Increase
account value and simplify your business!

yy Storage and Access: This is the way your
customers want it. Latest video events are
always accessible and most recent clips are
always retained. Total volume is pooled, not
limited to each camera.
yy Multi-Site Control, Single Account: Any
camera on the account can be added to a
dashboard or group. User level authorization
on a per camera basis, controllable in the app.
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Indoor Mini
RE700

Outdoor Bullet
RE701

Indoor security monitoring made simple! With a
magnetic base, the Alula Indoor Mini Camera makes
for a versatile and quick install, blending into any
environment. Delivering High-def 720p or 1080p
video, two-way audio, and clear-as-day night vision,
the compact camera balances affordable cost and
top-notch performance.

Your customers can watch over their property remotely
with the Alula Outdoor Bullet Camera. Defend against
intruders with motion-capture video and instant smart
phone notifications. The microphone and speaker
in the camera allows a 2-way conversation, no matter where your customers are. With its weatherproof
design, the rugged housing and high-gain antenna
provide unmatched options for mounting locations.

yy 720p Video
yy 111° / 135° Wide-Angle Lens

yy 1080p Video

yy Infrared Night Vision

yy Two-Way Audio

yy 16GB MicroSD card included

yy Supports 2.4GHz Wi-Fi

yy Built-in microphone and speaker

yy Infrared Night Vision

yy Built-in 2.4G Wi-Fi, 5VDC power supply

yy IP66 Weatherproof rating
yy 16GB MicroSD card included

Indoor 360
RE702

Doorbell
RE703

Give your customers instant visual control with
the Alula app, panning and tilting remotely for the
perfect 360° panoramic view. On movement detection, the Indoor 360 Camera automatically records
a video event, delivering mobile app notifications in
real time. With 2MP resolution, high-fidelity comes
standard. An on-board microphone and speaker
enables 2-way communications, no matter where
your customers are.

Replaces any wired doorbell switch, relaying night and
day video to a smartphone. With a vertical FOV, the 1080
HD camera captures a person’s face or package in the
same frame. A motion sensor triggers capture to the
Alula cloud for on-demand clip recall. Live 2-way communications are controlled through the mobile app.
yy 2.2mm lens, H.264/MJPEG
yy Dual-stream, 3D DNR, 7.5m IR
yy 16GB MicroSD card included

yy 1080p
yy 360° Horizontal FOV

yy Built-in microphone and speaker; PIR human
detection; Infrared Night Vision

yy Two-Way Audio

yy Built-in 2.4G/5G Wi-Fi, 8V~24VAC power supply

yy Infrared Night Vision
yy 16GB MicroSD card included
yy 360° Horizontal View

Alula cameras include a commercial grade SD card to
support hybrid storage, maximizing availability of video
clips for the consumer. Alula offers a 2-year warranty on
Alula branded cameras.
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